
The Ultimate Cleaning Machine 

At Neato, we do things smarter. 

Neato makes life easier with powerful vacuuming and smart 

engineering. With a history and reputation for innovation, 

Neato builds products that people need with a premium 

quality that they love. Neato’s industry-first D-shape cleans 

corners and edges, where dirt likes to hide, and LaserSmart 

technology gives better coverage for a more complete clean.

The Ultimate Cleaning Machine

D10 D9 D8

Switch from Eco to Turbo mode 

for those areas that need a more 

thorough clean with extra pickup. 

Neato’s suction combined with 

filters that trap up to 99.97% of 

allergens make Neato the clear 

choice for clean.

We use LIDAR, not cameras, to 

completely navigate and clean your 

home. Instead of bouncing around, 

Neato uses lasers to clean with 

precision to remember its place in 

the room, even in the dark. We call 

this LaserSmart.

Neato’s design fits a large 0.7 

liter dirt bin and a brush that’s 

nearly double the size of those on 

standard round robots. Choose 

Neato for a more complete clean in 

corners and along walls—with less 

frequent emptying.

Get cleaning in minutes with 

Neato’s hassle-free, Bluetooth-

enabled setup. Using the MyNeato 

app, easily create custom cleaning 

schedules and manage where 

Neato cleans and where it doesn’t. 

You’ve got better things to do.

Total control

Deeper, more powerful cleanD-shape advantage

Smarter navigation

Distinctly Neato

Actual app interface 
may look different



ROBOT FEATURES NEATO D10 NEATO D9 NEATO D8

Finish High-gloss brushed Brushed Brushed

Color Silver Black Indigo

D-Shape design   

LaserSmart mapping & navigation   

Side Brush   

Main Brush Helix Multi-Surface Helix Multi-Surface Spiral Combo

Works with Android, iOS Android, iOS Android, iOS

On-robot notifications   

Locate   

Wi-Fi connectivity (2.4 GHz)   

Bluetooth/Wi-Fi easy setup   

VACUUM PERFORMANCE AND MODES

Vacuum power Maximum-Performance Ultra-Performance High-Performance

Dust pick-up (DPU)4 Up to 60% more DPU Up to 40% more DPU Up to 20% more DPU

Auto mode1  - -

Max mode  - -

Turbo mode   

Eco mode   

FILTRATION

Filter type True HEPA Ultra-Performance High-Performance

Allergen filtration2 Up to 99.97% as small as 0.3 microns Up to 99.5% as small as 10 microns Up to 99%

Filter material H13 with mesh3 E11 with mesh3 E11 without mesh3

COVERAGE

Ft2 / M2 2700 / 2502 1600 / 1502 750 / 702

Runtime per charge2 300 minutes 200 minutes 100 minutes

Battery capacity 6200 mAh 4200 mAh 2100 mAh

Auto-recharge and resume   

Quick Boost charging1   -

Multiple floorplans1   -

Extra Care navigation1   -

Zones   -

No-Go Zones   

Cleaning history with coverage maps & statistics   

SCHEDULING AND ROUTINES

Multi-Zone management, scheduling, and routines1   -

Alexa & Google management, scheduling, and routines   

Remote scheduling   

Maintain your robot with Neato Original accessories: True HEPA filters, Ultra-Performance filters, Spiral Combo Brush, and more!

Compare
Ideal for health-conscious and/or pet owners Ideal for busy professionals and/or families Ideal for new life-stagers and/or young professionals

Rev C

Virtual Zone cleaning Quick Boost

Multiple floorplans Better with age

Key Features

Have a multi-story home? You can 

save up to 3 floorplans1, each with 

their own unique Zones. Add a 

Slimline Charge Base to each level 

of your home for extra convenience. 

After all, your needs don’t apply to 

just one floor.

Technology improves over time, 

and so should your robot. That’s 

why Neato sends regular software 

updates automatically, so you 

always have the latest features as 

soon as they’re released.

With virtual Zones, you can partition 

your home to target trouble spots 

more often—like crumbs under 

the dining table (D10, D9 only). Or 

create No-Go Zones to tell Neato 

what to avoid such as a child’s play 

area. It’s easy to set up through the 

MyNeato app.

Sometimes your robot needs a little 

extra power for long cleaning runs. 

With Quick Boost (D10, D9 only), it 

charges accordingly, and returns to 

exactly where it left off to finish the 

job. It works smarter so your floors 

get cleaned faster.

1 Product software features may be added and/or subject to change in the course of continuous product improvement. Certain features shown may not be available at time of product purchase and will be delivered directly to your app and/or 
robot vacuum, when available.  2 Tested in internal labs.  3 Mesh material is easier to clean and lasts longer than without mesh.  4 Tested in internal labs. Neato D8, D9, and D10 dust pick-up compared to Neato Botvac D3 and D5.

To learn more about Neato, visit bit.ly/neatoinaction


